Humans have an unparalleled ability to represent objects as members of multiple categories. A given object, such as a pillow may be-depending on current task demands-represented as an instance of something that is soft, as something that contains feathers, as something that is found in bedrooms, or something that is larger than a toaster. This type of processing requires the individual to dynamically highlight task-relevant properties and abstract over or suppress object properties that, although salient, are not relevant to the task at hand. Neuroimaging and neuropsychological evidence suggests that this ability may depend on cognitive control processes associated with the left inferior prefrontal gyrus. Here, we show that stimulating the left inferior frontal cortex using transcranial direct current stimulation alters performance of healthy subjects on a simple categorization task. Our task required subjects to select pictures matching a description, e.g., ''click on all the ROUND THINGS.'' Cathodal stimulation led to poorer performance on classification trials requiring attention to specific dimensions such as color or shape as opposed to trials that required selecting items belonging to a more thematic category such as OBJECTS THAT HOLD WATER. A polarity reversal (anodal stimulation) lowered the threshold for selecting items that were more weakly associated with the target category. These results illustrate the role of frontally-mediated control processes in categorization and suggest potential interactions between categorization, cognitive control, and language.
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Introduction
In trying to explain human behavior, scientists are attempting to explain one of the most flexible computational systems known. Presented with the scene shown in Fig. 1 , humans can attend to and group together the buildings, the vehicles, the bicyclists, the pedestrians, or every green thing. Humans can also focus in on the diagnostic attributes to locate the single taxi, categorize the vehicles as sedans, buses, or SUVs, or group together all the motor vehicles, temporarily overlooking their differences. A traffic reporter might ignore almost all perceptual detail, describing the scene as ''3rd avenue heading north is closed to car traffic.'' The same system can perform any of these tasks in well under a second.
These feats are made possible by categorization-a cognitive act that we define here as forming a representation of a stimulus for current task demands. Categorization allows an organism to enact a common response to perceivably different stimuli. This common response may be verbal-giving two objects 1 the same name-or nonverbal,
